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Course Details
The Present 

Our patient population continues to get sicker and healthcare 
costs continue to rise. Our changing healthcare environment 
requires a different type of training than what is taught in medical 
schools.  Preventable chronic diseases now dominate the top 
ten list for causes of death here in the U.S., and our physician 
burnout rate is at an all-time high. 
Dominating our surveys are your requests for tools to help guide 
the transition to a practice focused on creating health, as well 
as better resources to more efficiently and effectively educate 
your patients.  Many physicians are no longer willing to focus 
on treating chronic symptoms. The key today is working with 
patients to ensure healthy lifestyles to prevent many of the 
chronic diseases affecting our growing population.

Program Focus:  Medicolegal, practice 
development, marketing and patient 
experience.

The first day will address the practical side of creating a wellness 
practice, and includes legal and compliance issues for this type 
of practice that everyone should be aware of. We’ll also detail 
practice logistics around budgeting, finance, staffing, fees, 
location, and similar. Day two moves to practice development 
work, in terms of who you are and what message you are trying 
to communicate to your patients and outlying community. Having 
a clear message is an important component to building your 
practice.

Our marketing strategy encompasses both an organic approach 
to reaching out to the community in a real and meaningful way, 
as well as the more traditional (but a little more out of the box) 
approach to online marketing. Our online marketing talk has 
a specific focus towards patient education, and we’ll dedicate 
time both through marketing but also a more practical in-office 
approach that looks at educating patients in groups. This type of 
teaching allows for a wide range of lifestyle topics, but also looks 
at behavior and mindset in re-educating your patients. These are   
important considerations in order to affect positive change.
Finally, we will look at how you communicate with your patients, 
and what changes can be made to create better, more effective 
relationships that last a lifetime. In essence, how to create a 
patient experience that leaves your patients feeling happier, 
healthier, and embracing their healthcare experience while 
sharing their story with friends and family.

Unique Learning Experience 

This workshop has been designed for a small group to allow 
for plenty of interaction, and will require some pre-work to get 
you prepared for the course. You’ll leave the workshop with a 
comprehensive take-home action plan created throughout your 2 
½ day stay with us. Return home and immediately put your plan 
into action. We’ll look to follow up after the event and see how 
you’re doing, because your success is our success, too. We hope 
to see many of you at this debut event!
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If you are:
•  Looking to transition your practice
•  Already in transition
•  Fully transitioned but looking for more ideas and resources

If you desire:
•  a small practice doing BHRT only
•  a medium size wellness practice
•  a large multi-specialty integrative practice

This course is for you.
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1.     Analyze and criticize the current state of healthcare today 
and determine a path that moves the healthcare model from 
consuming health to creating health

2.     Evaluate and analyze trends in private direct medicine models 
with ongoing reforms

3.     Outline various alternative approaches to private direct 
practice structures, focusing on integrative models

4.     Identify legal compliance challenges and solutions

5.     Provide “best practices” recommendations and identify how to 
best implement

6.     Identify local community resources to fully develop integrative 
treatment care and referral system

7.     Describe and apply behavior change tools that enable your 
patients to successfully improve and maintain their health

8.    Justify why the caregiver should act as a change agent in his/her 
clinical practice by incorporating hope, belief, vision, direction, 
motivation, support and inspiration in the care of patients

9.    Construct and implement the ‘Essential-4’ statements for 
his/her business to influence employee and organizational 
behaviors and provide the foundation for authentic practice 
marketing and development strategies

10.   Integrate and practice the six principles of creating and guiding 
patient experiences in his/her clinical practice, to differentiate 
it from the competition, to influence patient loyalty, and 
deliver lifelong clinical outcomes

11.   Demonstrate essential patient-centric practice skills that build 
effective communications and show a feeling of partnership 
between doctor and patient

12.   Practice behaviors of caring that infuse humanity into a clinical 
practice: compassion, empathy, humility, respect and gratitude

13.   Clarify your message and create a word-of-mouth campaign

14.   Organize your social media strategy and design some basic 

easy to implement marketing techniques to educate patients 
and grow your practice

15.  Describe the viability of the practice model, replicating the 
step-by step process of building and organizing the launch of 
an integrated practice

16.  Re-create business plans, projections, budgets and financial 
statements to determine viability for practices success

17.   Analyze the complete cost of business: identifying and 
interpreting financial statements and the total cost of care, 
discussing financial statements to help practitioners translate 
and formulate future practice strategies

18.   Recognize your numbers: Defining leading metrics to design, 
measure and manage to integrate business, individual and  
team success

19.   Analyze the history of our integrative practice case studies and the 

5 biggest mistakes we have made and seen new practices make

20.   Evaluate Location / facility / Menu of Services: How to think 
long term based on total budget

21.   Evaluate staffing: Right seat for the right person and how to 
get it right

22.   Realize the 10 essential elements and adhere to examples that 
create practice success

23.   Participate in a gap analysis to help coordinate and implement 
strategic growth plans for controlled and profitable growth

24.   Replicate proven models of integrative care by compelling, 
inspiring patient action while maximizing patient outcomes 
without selling

25.   Duplicate templates to build your integrated model infographic 
to demonstrate the lifecycle and transformation of your 
patients through your proven practice model

26.   Discover how and when to integrate new services to enhance 
patient outcomes and increase your bottom line

Worldlink Medical
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◦  How to handle private plans and evaluating Medicare opt-
out versus Medicare participatory models

Speaker: James J. Eischen, Jr., J.D.  

10:30 AM  -  10:45 AM 
Break 

10:45 AM  -  12:00 AM 
Integrating Business & Law Into 21st Century U.S. 
Private Direct Practice Models
•  Private Medicine Amenity Pricing and Marketing

◦  Exploring various models price and market services
◦  Watching compliance issues, and noting plan reforms away 

from fee-for-service and avoiding recreating the fee-for-ser-
vice pricing errors in wellness medicine models

•  HIPAA and Other Privacy Laws
◦  Privacy compliance solutions for high-connection private 

fee practice models
•  Business Transactions and Deals

◦  Navigating Stark/referral and other healthcare regulatory is-
sues that typically connect with private fee practice models

Speaker: James J. Eischen, Jr., J.D.  

12:00 PM  -  12:30 PM 
Group Work on Morning Session
(Action Plan Document)

12:30 PM  -  1:30 PM 
Lunch 

8:00 AM  -  8:30 AM 
Prevailing Conditions
•  State of Health in the U.S. Today
•  Changing Currents & Trends

◦  Demographics
◦  Government
◦  Economics
◦  Patient Demands
◦  Practice Models
◦  Technology

•  Looking Beyond the Horizon – Moving from ‘Consuming     
Health’ to ‘Creating Health’

Host: Dana Burnett, M.Ed.

8:30 AM  -  10:30 AM 
Integrating Business & Law Into 21st Century U.S. 
Private Direct Practice Models
•  Private Medicine Models

◦  How healthcare professionals can evaluate various U.S. pri-
vate fee practice models and implement what works while 
anticipating potential future legal changes impacting private 
direct medicine models

•  Private Medicine Model Compliance
◦  How to navigate and comply with federal and state laws 

that apply to private fee healthcare models with different 
approaches to compliance studied/evaluated

•  Plan Integration or Disintegration
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Agenda
FRIDAY

Overwhelmed?
Facing Burnout?

We can help!
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1:30 PM  -  3:15 PM
The Art of Constructing a Successful Integrated 
Practice Part I
•  The history of our integrative practice and the 5 biggest mis-

takes we have made and seen new practices make
•  Understanding the Viability of the Practice Model: Business 

plans, projections, budgeting and financial statements
•  The Complete Cost of Business: What the total cost of care 

looks like and the income each patient should represent
•  Knowing your Numbers: What leading metrics to track to 

determine business, individual and team success
•  Location / Facility / Menu of Services: How to think long term 

based on total budget
•  Staffing: Right seat for the right person and how to get it right
•  Timelines: preparation, focus, leap
Speaker: JR Burgess

3:15 PM  -  3:45 PM 
Group Work (Action Plan Document)

3:45 PM  -  4:00 PM 
Break

4:00 PM  -  5:00 PM 
H.R. Practices for the Profitable, Sustainable, 
Mission Driven Practice
•  Can you define your culture?
•  Establish job descriptions with clarity and accountability.
•  Cost effective talent recruitment!
•  Let’s talk…. Phone pre-screen…5 minutes / 3 questions.
•  Effective in person interview process.
•  Personnel HR/checklists.
•  System efficiencies.
•  Retain your talent! 
Speaker: JR Burgess  

5:00 PM  -  5:30 PM 
Discussion with Panel on Group Work
and Action Plan

5:30 PM 
Adjourn

8:00 AM  -  9:00 AM 
The Art of Constructing Integrated Practice 
Success- Part 2
•  Learn the 10 essential elements of entrepreneurial success

SATURDAY
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•  Understanding your gaps so you can grow appropriately
•  How to sell cash based programs and procedures without selling
•  How and where to communicate to patients on how to achieve 

the best outcomes thorough your proven practice model
•  How and when to integrate new services to maximize patient 

outcomes and increase your bottom line
Speaker: JR Burgess

9:30 AM  -  9:45 AM 
Break

9:45 AM  -  11:15 AM 
Practice Development Work
•  Begin with the 4 essential business statements
•  The importance of mission / vision work
•  Being authentic
•  Communicating your message
Speaker: Gregory Petersburg, D.O.

11:15 AM  -  11:30 AM 
Continued Group Work on Action Plan

11:30 AM  -  12:30 AM 
Lunch

12:30 AM  -  1:30 PM 
Finding and Retaining Patients
•  Where are they?
•  What do they want?
•  Collaborating with others
•  Retaining patients 

Speaker: Timothy McKnight, M.D.

1:30 PM  -  2:45 PM 
Patient Education Techniques that Work
•  Educate
•  Motivate
•  Inspire
•  Changing behavior through P.E.E.R.

Speaker: Timothy McKnight, M.D.

2:45 PM  -  3:00 PM 
Continued Group Work on Action Plan

3:00 PM  -  3:15 PM 
Break

3:15 PM  -  4:15 PM 
An Update on Traditional Online Marketing 
Methods that Work
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Teaching Faculty

JR Burgess
CEO Rejuv Medical
Director Med Fit 
JR’s sole purpose is to radically change the direction of our current healthcare crises. Together with his physi-
cian partner they created a 27,000 sq ft integrated medical center utilizing medical fitness, functional medicine 
and regenerative orthopedics to restore the health and vitality of their patients. He brings a wealth of informa-
tion and expertise to the business component in partnering and helping clinics worldwide.

James J. Eischen Jr., JD
Law Firm of McGlinchey Stafford
His expertise strikes a balance for Medicare compliance, physician compliance and private direct fee business 
modeling in helping practitioners transition a practice or maintain compliance within an insurance based struc-
ture. He is considered a national authority on structuring consumer/patient financial contribution and reim-
bursement models for private concierge medical groups. Whichever direction you choose to take his knowledge 
will ensure you are compliant in all areas of the law.
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•  Old School Marketing – often expensive
•  DIY Marketing doesn’t have to be time consuming, technical, 

or expensive
•  Start Simple

◦  Landing page
◦  Drive traffic – get appointments
◦  Have an irresistible offer

•  Build Later
◦  Website, with patient portal
◦  Blogging and content marketing

•  Tools of the Trade
◦  Click funnels
◦  Leadpages
◦  Other recommendations

4:15 PM  -  4:30 PM 
Continued Group Work on Action Plan

4:30 PM  -  5:30 PM 
A Case Study Potpourri of Practice Transitions

8:00 AM  -  9:45 AM 
Redefining the Patient-Provider Relationship for 
21st Century Medicine
•  Communicating
•  Collaborating
•  Educating
•  Humanizing
•  The Patient Experience

Speaker: Gregory Petersburg, D.O.

9:45 AM  -  10:00 AM 
Break

10:00 AM  -  11:30 AM 
Imagine: Transforming the life & health of your 
patient.......that lasts a lifetime
Speaker: Gregory Petersburg, D.O.

11:35 AM  -  12:00 PM 
Completing the Story - Make Something Happen
Finalize Action Plan and Next Steps

SUNDAY

Worldlink Medical is proud to offer this training as we continue to partner together to 
transform health for individuals, communities and the world
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Gregory Petersburg, DO
Owner/Developer Living Younger Lifestyle and Proactive Aging Medical System
With expertise as a clinician, lifestyle coach and practice consultant to hundreds of lifestyle clinics across the 
country he brings a plethora of knowledge to the business side of setting up and running a successful practice.  
In addition he is one of the few physicians recognizing the true benefit of creating patient, practitioner design 
experiences that create lifetime relationships for you and your patients. His Art of Medicine workshops re-train 
physicians in the core competences of medicine – patient centeredness, compassion, empathy, art, humor and 
creativity in medicine to become more effective change agents for their patients.

Tim McKnight, MD
Founder and Director, Trinity Hospital Twin City Fit for Life Wellness Program
Patient education continues to be a high priority in managing the healthcare crisis and Dr. McKnight is well po-
sitioned to offer expertise in how to effectively offer this to your community. Over 2,000 adults have graduated 
from his 12 week wellness program. His teachings have received national recognition with 100% of participants 
recommending this to family and friends. In May of 2012 Dr. McKnight was invited to the White House Rural 
Council Rural Health Stakeholder Meeting in recognition of his accomplishments and leadership to rural health 
and to meet with members of the President’s Cabinet. On March 1, 2017 he was invited by the CDC to join in a 
national webinar to report on the success of his program in curbing the prevalence of the most common chronic 
diseases in the United States.

Steve Goldring, RPh
Owner/Author hormonepharmacist.com
Nicknamed the hormone pharmacist, Steve Goldring has been compounding prescriptions for the past 25 years.  
His areas of interest include menopause and hormone therapy as well as low dose naltrexone. As a compound-
ing pharmacist he saw a need for clear and simple information about hormones for menopause and began 
working to provide patients with a perspective on hormones replacement that appears to be missing from the 
marketplace. Steve looks closely at the risks and benefits of HRT based on the medical literature and presents 
this in a way that non-medical people can understand. This kind of information has long been sought after by 
practitioners looking for simplified information for their patients.

Dana Burnett, M.Ed.
Executive Director, Worldlink Medical
Having received her Master’s in Education as an adult educator in 2015 her thesis focused on communication 
in healthcare settings as she tried to understand what patients wanted in healthcare vs what their doctors were 
providing. There was a large disconnect due in large to how healthcare is administered in this country. Her 
goal as an educator is to be a facilitator for change that results in better training and education that results in 
improved outcomes for patients

ACCREDITATION STATEMENTS

AMA PRA Category 1 Statement
This activity has been planned and implemented in accordance with the Essential Areas and Policies of the Accreditation Council for 
Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) through the joint providership of the Foundation for Care Management (FCM) and Worldlink 
Medical. FCM is accredited by the ACCME to provide continuing medical education for physicians. 

FCM designates this educational activity for a maximum of 21 AMA PRA Category 1 credits™. Physicians should only claim credit com-
mensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity

Nursing Statement
The Foundation for Care Management is an approved provider of continuing nursing education by the Washington State Nurses Associa-
tion WSNA A-CNE, an accredited Approver of Continuing Nursing Education. 21 Nursing contact hour(s).
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